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ATTORNEY
GENERAL NAMES
PROSECUTOR IN
IRAQ-LOANS CASE
By ELAINE SCIOLINO OCT. 17, 1992

Attorney General William P. Barr
today named a retired Federal
judge from New Jersey to
investigate the Bush
Administration's handling of a
billion-dollar bank-fraud case
involving illegal loans to Iraq.

The appointment of the former
judge, Frederick B. Lacey, a
Republican, as a special prosecutor
drew immediate criticism from
Congressional Democrats and from
the Democratic Vice-Presidential
candidate, Senator Al Gore. They
said that only a judicially appointed
special investigator would have the
independence to conduct a credible
investigation of accusations that
the Justice Department stifled the
fraud inquiry to cover up an
Administration policy of aiding
Iraq before the Persian Gulf war. A
Change of Heart

In August, Mr. Barr rejected a
Congressional request for such a
special investigator. But today he
seemed to acknowledge that the
appointment was needed to control
political damage to the Bush
Administration caused by the bank
scandal, which has provoked a
ferocious struggle involving the
Justice Department, the Central
Intelligence Agency and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. He
said Judge Lacey would also
investigate the disclosure of ethics
charges against William S.
Sessions, the Director of the F.B.I.,
who faces a Justice Department
criminal inquiry into his travel and
management practices.

"I have no reason to believe that
any officials at the Department of
Justice have acted improperly or
unprofessionally," Mr. Barr said at
a news conference. "Nevertheless,
in the current politically charged
environment, nothing could be
worse than to have this matter tried
in the press based on allegation,
rumor and leaks." Agricultural
Loans to Iraq

The case involves the Atlanta
branch of an Italian bank, which
made loans to Iraq that were
supposed to be for agricultural
purposes but were apparently used
for arms. An official of the bank,
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, was
indicted on charges of loaning Iraq
billions of dollars in violation of
bank regulations, and therefore, of
defrauding his superiors.
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The bank official, Christopher P.
Drogoul, first pleaded guilty to
charges that he acted alone, but
Federal prosecutors later reversed
themselves and allowed him to
withdraw his plea. The case will
now go to trial.

Mr. Barr's announcement came a
day after the intelligence agency
uncovered a document suggesting
the possible payoff of government
officials in the United States and
Italy in the elaborate bank-fraud
case. The document, a cable sent
from the C.I.A. station chief in
Rome, quotes a source of unknown
reliability as saying that officials of
both nations were bribed in
connection with the loan scheme,
American officials familiar with the
cable said.

The existence of the document and
the fact that it was not turned over
to the Federal prosecutors handling
the bank fraud case in Atlanta
raises new questions about the
extent of C.I.A. cooperation with
prosecutors and about the
thoroughness of the United States
Government's investigation.
Similar to Watergate Action

Mr. Barr said Mr. Lacy would
examine whether the intelligence
agency withheld documents from
the Justice Department, either
inadvertently or intentionally, and
whether Justice properly handled
the prosecution of crimes in the
case.

The judge's appointment comes
under a Federal rule providing for
the appointment of outside
prosecutors to investigate
accusations of wrongdoing by the
Justice Department. A similar rule
created the Watergate special
prosecutor, Archibald Cox, who
was dismissed by the Nixon
Administration in the midst of his
inquiry.

In August, Mr. Barr refused a
Congressional request for an
independent counsel under the
Ethics in Government Act. Unlike a
special prosecutor, an independent
counsel is appointed by a panel of
Federal appeals court judges, who
could review any effort by the
Attorney General to remove him.

The ethics law expires on Dec. 15
because Congress, with the
enthusiastic support of Mr. Barr
and the Administration, did not
renew it.

Since Mr. Barr rejected the call for
an independent counsel, the
Administration's handling of the
bank scandal has erupted into an
unusually public feud between the
Government's two most secretive
agencies. In the past week, C.I.A.
lawyers accused the Justice
Department of having urged them
to provide prosecutors and the
judge in the bank case with
incomplete, and therefore
misleading, information. And the
Justice Department said the C.I.A.
had failed to turn over all its secret
documents relevant to the case.
Will Report to Barr

Although Mr. Barr insisted that
Judge Lacey will be independent,
his instructions are to advise the
Attorney General "on an ongoing
basis concerning the conduct of the
Department's continuing
investigation and prosecution of all
aspects of the bank case."

In the last two weeks, the
admittedly failed policy toward
Iraq before its August 1990
invasion of Kuwait and the
Administration's handling of the
bank-fraud case have emerged as
important issues in the Presidential
campaign. On Thursday, Mr. Gore
asserted that the Administration's
cover-up of its dealings with Iran
and Iraq was bigger than the
Watergate scandal. Today he
criticized Mr. Barr for "taking a half
step when a full step is needed."

Mr. Barr acknowledged that if Gov.
Bill Clinton wins the Presidential
election next month, he will have to
decide after his inauguration
whether Judge Lacey would
continue his investigation. By
contrast, the mandate of an
independent counsel would
automatically continue in a new
Administration.

At his news conference today, Mr.
Barr also announced the creation of
a separate task force that will
essentially reopen the criminal
investigation of the bank, including
the prosecution of Mr. Drogoul, the
possible complicity of the Rome
bank and the possible diversion of
American-backed loans for
weapons and kickbacks.

The task force will also investigate
two other issues that the House
Judiciary Committee wanted an
independent counsel to consider.

One involves alterations made on a
Commerce Department list of high-
technology items approved for sale
to Iraq before the list was sent to
Congress, apparently to conceal
their military use or destination.
The second involves the charge by
Senator Patrick J. Leahy, the
Vermont Democrat who heads the
Senate Agriculture Committee, that
he was mislead by Agriculture
Secretary Clayton K. Yeutter.

Today's move means that there are
now three separate investigations
within the Bush Administration
related to the bank: those by the
special prosecutor and the task
force, and a C.I.A. inquiry into the
level of its own cooperation with
the Justice Department and the
agency's problem of internal
document retrieval.

In the last two-and-a-half weeks,
the C.I.A. has uncovered at least six
more documents related to the
bank case. In the last few days, it
has launched an intensive "hand
search" of all agency files, since its
computerized retrieval system had
failed to turn up all documents that
could be helpful in the case. New
Evidence Unfolding

The cable discovered on Thursday,
for example, is particularly
important because it indicates that
the C.I.A. official assigned to the
American Embassy in Rome
discussed the matter with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
representative at the Embassy.
That means that the F.B.I., and
therefore, the Justice Department,
should have been made aware of its
contents at the time and could have
used the information in the bank
investigation.

Mr. Barr declined to say whether
the Justice Department had
received new documents. But he
hinted that was the case, saying, "I
think even today we're finding
other new information surfacing."
The C.I.A. would not comment on
the cable.

Judge Lacey said he will also
investigate news leaks about the
Justice Department's investigation
of Mr. Sessions. Senator David L.
Boren, the Oklahoma Democrat
and chairman of the Intelligence
Committee, linked the timing of the
accusations to an apparent dispute
between the Justice Department
and the F.B.I. over Judge Sessions's
mandate in investigating the
handling of the bank fraud case.

Correction: October 18, 1992 
Because of an editing error, a front-page
article yesterday about the Justice
Department's appointment of a prosecutor
in the bank fraud case involving loans to
Iraq described the loans incorrectly. There
have been allegations that some loans used
to finance Iraq's weapons program were
guaranteed by an American farm credit
program, but it has never been proved that
those credits "were apparently used for
arms."
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